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Comparing the Reliability of Regular Topologies on a Backbone Network. A Case Study.
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Abstract The aim of this paper is to compare the
reliability of regular topologies on a backbone net-
work. The study is focused on a large-scale fiber-
optic network. Different regular topological solu-
tions as single ring, double ring or 4-Regular grid are
applied to the case study, and compared in terms of
degree, diameter, average distance, economical cost
and availability. Furthermore, other non-quantitative
parameters such as expandability, embeddability and
algorithmic support are introduced.

Key words regular topologies, backbone, grid,
N2R, double ring, comparison, availability study.

1 Introduction

The use of regular topologies in backbone networks
has been studied in detail in the past with satisfactory
results [1]. Furthermore, year after year, users and
companies demand more and more bandwidth, lower
delay and higher network availability [2] [3].

Communication networks play an important role
in many social and economic activities. Interruptions
in data transmission and exchange, even for a short
period of time, can suspend critical operations and
lead to a significant loss of revenue. Furthermore,
new emerging services as telemedicine and e-health
care will increase even more, the necessity of design-
ing more and more reliable networks [4].

Even though protocols are being developed to en-
sure reliability [5], the physical network structures

limit the level of reliability that can be offered: two
nodes can only communicate if there is a physical
link between them.

Traditionally, rings have been used as alternatives
to tree structures. Rings offer connectivity in case
of any single failure. However, given the expected
demands of availability, this is likely to become in-
sufficient in near future. More information about re-
dundancy in ring topologies can be found in [6] and
[7].

This document studies the applicability of differ-
ent regular topologies as backbone for a regional
network. The access technology -in this regional
network- was a combination of FTTH and WiMAX
technologies.

Both qualitative and quantitative parameters are
used in the comparison, e.g. connectivity number,
economical cost, availability, support to topological
routing, etc. The main goal is to evaluate how these
regular topologies perform as solutions for back-
bones, and compare them to single ring solutions,
paying special attention to two key parameters: the
economical cost and the availability that they can
provide.

The three main reasons for analyzing regular
topologies are:

1. It is possible to define and document well-
known parameters and metrics which ease the
network characterization. Besides, based on
well-known metrics, it is easy to compare dif-
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ferent topology designs in a proper way.

2. Topological routing. Based on regular topolo-
gies it is possible to define topological routing
techniques which allow faster communication,
faster restoration, and the reduction of routing
overhead within the network. [9]

3. Expandability and upgradability. It is easier to
add links to improve the network performance
or to add nodes in order to expand it (in an or-
ganized way). [10]

The organization of the paper is as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the different topologies. Section 3
presents the case study and briefly explains the cur-
rent situation of the IT infrastructure in Denmark.
Then, in section 4 the methodology is described.
Section 5 shows the results of the study. Finally, sec-
tions 6 and 7 contain the conclusion and future work
lines respectively.

2 Introduction to regular topologies

• Single Ring. A single ring network, is a topol-
ogy in which each node connects to exactly two
other nodes, forming a circular pathway for sig-
nals: a ring (Fig. 1).

• Double Ring. It consists of dividing the nodes
of the network in 2 groups, and connecting them
using a ring for each group. Then, each node
of the outer ring must be linked with its peer of
the inner one. Double rings are simple 3-regular
topologies, which offer easy routing, restoration
and protections schemes, but suffer from large
distances [11]. (Fig. 2)

• N2R. The N2R topology (Fig. 3) is a type of
generalized Double Ring (DR) topology. It con-
sists of two rings, denoted inner ring and outer
ring. Hence, the number of nodes in the N2R
structure is any positive even integer larger or
equal to 6. These rings each contain the same
number of nodes (p). The inner ring links do
not interconnect physically to neighbor nodes.

Fig. 1. Single Ring Topology

Fig. 2. Double Ring Topology
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Fig. 3. N2R Topology

The links in the outer ring, and the links inter-
connecting the two rings, can be described in
the same way as the DR structure, but links in
the inner ring are interconnecting node Ii and
node I(i+p)modq, where q is a positive integer.
To avoid forming two separated networks in the
inner ring, q must fulfil gcd(p,q)=1 (Greatest
Common Divisor), also q is evaluated from 1
to p/2 [8].

• Grid. A 4-regular Grid topology (Fig. 4) con-
sists of linking the nodes in such a way that the
final result is a grid. Final structure S must be
modeled with node set N and line set L. Let
dimx and dimy be prohibitive integers. Every
node in N is associated with a pair of coordi-
nates (x,y) such that 0 ≤ dimx and 0 ≤ dimy,
and every coordinate pair is associated to a
node. Furthermore, no two nodes are associated
to the same pair of coordinates. Consequently,
there are exactly (dimx+1)(dimy+1)nodes in S.
If a node u is associated to a coordinate pair,
(xu, yu) we write u=(xu, yu) to ease the nota-
tion [12].

Fig. 4. 4-Regular Grid Topology

3 Case Study

Northern Jutland is the northern region of Denmark
and it is also the less populated one. Its largest city
is Aalborg, the fourth largest one in Denmark, with a
population of 100.731 inhabitants in 2007. (Fig. 5)

Northern Jutland covers an area of 8.020 km2,
which means that its population density is about 72
inhabitants per sqkm, the lowest one in the country
[16].

The current situation of the IT Infrastructure in
Denmark is quite similar to the average situation in
other developed countries in terms of bandwidth and
FTTH deployment [19] [17]. (Fig. 6) Despite the
fact that Denmark is leading (in Europe) with re-
spect to broadband availability and penetration (Fig.
7), the main technology used in the last mile is still
xDSL [17].

Important backbone networks are already de-
ployed, but there is a bottle neck in the access
networks of those users located far from their central
offices (local loop) [17].

This bottleneck is due to the bandwidth limit of the
traditional copper lines (Fig. 8). The replacement of
the old access network based on copper wires from
POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service), to new genera-
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Fig. 5. Region of Northern Jutland, Denmark

Fig. 6. Average advertised broadband
download speed, [kbps], Data extracted from

OECD [17], September 2008

Fig. 7. Broadband penetration per 100
inhabitants, by technology, Data extracted from

OECD [17], 2008

Fig. 8. Average advertised broadband speeds,
by technology, [kbps], Data extracted from

OECD [17], 2008
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tion wired technologies (such as FTTH), that are able
to provide higher transfer rates, is becoming a reality
nowdays.

New generation access technologies will provide
to the society the opportunity to use a new se-
ries of emergent services, such as e-health care or
telemedicine. These new services will require high
network availability, not only at the backbone, but
also in the distribution and access networks.

4 Methodology

The aim of this section is to study the methodology
applied to the case study. The methodology can be
divided into three main stages:

1. The location of the nodes.

2. The general comparison of the topologies.

3. The study of the availability.

4.1 Nodes location process

The first stage in which the nodes are located in the
scenario, consists of a computer assisted process that
requires several iterations, due to the high number of
parameters to optimize (e.g. economical cost, users
distribution, network balance, etc.).

This process is divided onto three sequencial
steps:

1. Step 1: Locating the nodes in the most densely
areas. The first step consisted of placing the
nodes in the most densely populated areas of
the map. If we assume that every user will be
connected using a wired technology to a node,
by placing the nodes in the regions with more
users density, we minimize the digging in the
distribution and access networks. This digging
reduction implies both lower economical cost,
and faster network deployment. MAP Info Soft-
ware [18] and Geographic Information System
(GIS) Data, with the position of all the Network
Terminals (NT) of the region, has been used to

carry out this phase. MAP Info provides re-
sources to easily create density maps from any
GIS Data. Afterwards, different kinds of filters
have been applied in order to point out those
”hot cells”, or areas with highest NT density,
potential candidates to allocate a node.

2. Step 2: Adapting the nodes to the WiMAX dis-
tribution network. In this second step, the loca-
tion of the backbone nodes suffers from minor
variations in order to merge its location with
those WiMAX base stations that are in a rela-
tively short distance from them. This way, al-
location expenses are reduced, and if the need
arises, the backbone can be exploited not only
by wired, but also by wireless access users.

3. Step 3: Final adjustments and backbone adap-
tion. Other minor adjustements were performed
in order to achieve new goals as traffic distribu-
tion. The goal was to modify the located nodes
in such a way that they covered a similar num-
ber of NTs. See Eq. 1:

NTsperNode =
TotalN.ofNTs

Numberofnodes
(1)

Further information about the methodology can be
found in [19].

4.2 General Comparison

The second stage consists of comparing regular
topologies as backbone for the case study. Each
topological model is adapted to the number of nodes
defined in stage 1 (16 nodes for this studied sce-
nario). Then, the following parameters are used for
the comparison:

I. Diameter. The maximum distance (number of
hops) between any pair of nodes in the network. This
parameter is important, because it has direct influ-
ence on the maximum delay.

II. Average distance. The average number of
hops between any pair of nodes. This parameter is
important, because it has direct influence on the av-
erage delay. The average distance for the secondary
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independent path has also been calculated. (In net-
work planning, secondary independent path applies
to the possibility of a node A, to send data to a node
B, by using an alternative path, physically indepen-
dent from the primary path. In other words, if a fail-
ure occurs, there exists a spare route, so the flux of
data can be re-routed and the communication is not
lost.)

III. Connectivity number (Degree). The number
of neighbors of each node. This parameter is impor-
tant, because it has direct influence on the reliabil-
ity of the network. If e.g. a node has degree 2, it
means that it is connected to two other nodes in the
network. Thus, two simultaneous fails (one in each
link) should occur in order to become isolated from
the network. If the node had degree 3, three simulta-
neous fails should occur, and so on.

IV. Economical cost. An estimation of the over-
all fiber deployment cost. This estimation has been
realized using GIS Data and Map Info software.
Distances between nodes have been calculated us-
ing (Geographic Information System) GIS data, and
multiplied by the approximate cost of deploying 1
meter of fiber [19].

Moreover, some extra qualitative parameters de-
fined in the SQoS evaluation framework, and pre-
sented in 2004 at the Information Technology and
Telecommunication Conference [20], have been dis-
cussed. Due to their non-quantitative nature, they
have not been directly included in the numerical
comparison:

V. Algorithmic support. For example, topologi-
cal routing support.

VI. Embeddability. This parameter is impor-
tant when implementing graph structures in the real
world. Some structures are easier to embed than oth-
ers; this depends highly on physical conditions. Pla-
nar structures are relatively easier to embed. Fig. 4
shows an example of embeddability: the N2R topol-
ogy embedded in the considered scenario.

VII. Expandability. The graph structures have
different properties with respect to support SQoS
parameters. An expansion of these structures can
degrade these properties if not expanded correctly.
Some structures, especially planar ones, are easier to

expand than the non-planar ones.

4.3 Availability Estimation

The third stage consists of studying the availability
of each of the considered solutions.

Availability is the probability that a system is
available for use at a given time, or in other words,
the ratio of the total time a functional unit is capable
of being used during a given interval to the length of
this interval. [21]

Before focusing on how to calculate it, some pa-
rameters should be introduced:

• MTBF. Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF)
-also known as Mean Time To Fail (MTTF)- is
the average time between failures of hardware
modules. It is the average time a manufacturer
estimates before a failure occurs in a hardware
module.

• MTTR. Mean Time To Repair (MTTR), is the
time taken to repair a failed hardware mod-
ule. In an operational system, repair generally
means replacing the hardware module. In our
optical fiber network context, MTTR could be
viewed as the mean time to replace the segment
of fiber that has been damaged.

Network availability can be calculated in several
ways. In this study we have chosen two different
approaches as availability indicators:

• Approach 1: It considers the whole network as
a unique system. We have calculated the avail-
ability as the possibility of loosing the connec-
tivity between any pair of nodes within the net-
work. In other words, if between any pair of
nodes the communication is lost, the whole sys-
tem is considered as unavailable.

• Approach 2: It calculates the availability from a
node perspective. We have calculated the prob-
ability of a node to be totally isolated from the
rest of the backbone. This means that we cal-
culate, for every node, which is the possibility
of a simultaneous fail in each of the links that
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Fig. 9. Availability in Series

connects it to its neighbours. This situation will
be less common than the handled in the first ap-
proach, but also more critical, because the af-
fected node will be unable to communicate not
with some, but with any of the other nodes of
the network.

Network Availability is calculated by modeling
the system as an interconnection of parts in series
and parallel [21]. The following rules are used to
decide if components should be placed in series or
parallel:

• If failure of a part leads to the combination be-
coming inoperationable, the two parts are con-
sidered to be operating in series.

• If failure of a part leads to the other part taking
over the operations of the failed part, the two
parts are considered to be operating in parallel.

4.4 Availability in series

As stated above, two parts X and Y are considered to
be operating in series, if failure of either of the parts
results in failure of the combination. The combined
system is operational only if both Part X and Part Y
are available. From this it follows that the combined
availability is a product of the availability of the two
parts. The combined availability is shown by the Eq.
2:

A = Ax ×Ay (2)

4.5 Availability in parallel

As stated above, two parts are considered to be op-
erating in parallel if the combination is considered
failed when both parts fail. The combined system is
operational, if either is available. From this it fol-
lows that the combined availability is 1 - (both parts

Fig. 10. Availability in Parallel

are unavailable). The combined availability is shown
by the Eq. 3:

A = 1− [(1−Ax)(1−Ay)] (3)

4.6 Calculating the availability of individ-
ual components

MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) and MTTR
(Mean Time To Repair) values are estimated for each
component. Once MTBF and MTTR are known, the
availability of the component can be calculated using
the following formula (Eq. 4):

A =
MTBF

MTBF + MTTR
(4)

4.7 Assumptions and data

Due to ubiquitious deployment, optical networks
are prone to failures. While a considerable effort
has been devoted to improve the physical protec-
tion of underground and underwater cables, fiber cuts
occur at a significant rate. According to the US
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), metro
networks annually experience 13 cuts for every 1000
miles of fiber (0.81 cuts per 100 km per year), while
long haul networks experience 3 cuts for every 1000
miles of fiber (0,19 cuts per 100km per year). [22]

In this study 0,8 errors per year per 100km of ditch
has been considered as appropiate rate for the worst
case calculations, while 0,5 errors per 100km per
year has been considered as rate for the average cal-
culations.

Repairing a cable typically takes up to 14 hours,
but it may take as long as 100 hours in extreme cases.
[22]
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The following list contains the input parameters
used for the availability estimation:

• MTBF1 = 0,5 errors/year per 100km of ditch
in average cases.

• MTBF2 = 0,8 error/year per 100km of ditch in
the worst case.

• MTTR1 = 12 hours to fix a failure in average
cases.

• MTTR2 = 100 hours to fix a failure in worst
cases.

• Fails in the nodes have not been considered.
The probability of having fails in the nodes
hardware compared to the probability of having
fails in the fibers has been studied before and
can be considered negligible. [23] [24].

• In the case of Grid topologies, corner nodes are
the worst case for the availability study, because
they are connected to the rest of the network us-
ing only 2 independent paths.

4.8 Availability Algorithm for Approach 1

Focusing on our first approach, the next procedure
has been followed in order to calculate the average
availability of the network:

1. Estimating the average MTBF1st. MTBF1st

denotes the average MTBF for the first inde-
pendent path (primary path). This estimation is
calculated by multiplying the average number
of hops (of the primary path) by the average link
distance by the MTBF1 parameter (Eq. 5):

MTBF1st = hops× dist.×MTBF1 (5)

2. Estimating the average MTBF2nd. MTBF2nd

denotes the average MTBF for the second in-
dependent path (secondary path). This estima-
tion is calculated by multiplying the average
number of hops (of the seconddary path) by the

average link distance by the MTBF1 parame-
ter (Eq. 6):

MTBF2nd = hops× dist.×MTBF1 (6)

3. Using MTTR1 as MTTR value.

4. Using MTBF1st and MTBF2nd, as MTBF for
the first and second path, respectively.

5. Applying the calculated parameters into the
equation 4, in order to obtain the availability for
both primary, and secondary path.

6. Calculating the final availability as the parallel
of the first and the second independent path.

The availability of the network considering the
worst case situation is calculated as follows:

1. Estimating the average MTBFd1. MTBFd1

denotes the average MTBF for the longest first
independent path (worst case), that corresponds
to the diameter. This estimation is calculated by
multiplying the diameter (of the primary path)
by the longest link distance by the MTBF2 pa-
rameter (Eq. 7):

MTBFd1 = diam.×Mdist.×MTBF2 (7)

2. Estimating the average MTBFd2. MTBFd2

denotes the average MTBF for the longest sec-
ond independent path, that corresponds to the
diameter of the second independent path. This
estimation is calculated by multiplying the di-
ameter (of the secondary path) by the longest
link distance by the MTBF2 parameter (Eq. 8):

MTBFd2 = diam.×Mdist.×MTBF2 (8)

3. Using MTTR2 as MTTR value.

4. Using MTBFd1 and MTBFd2, as MTBF for
the first and second path, respectively.

5. Applying the calculated parameters into the
equation 4, in order to obtain the availability for
both primary, and secondary path.

6. Calculating the final availability as the parallel
of the first and the second independent path.
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4.9 Availability Algorithm for Approach 2

Focusing on our second approach, the next procedure
has been followed in order to calculate the average
availability of every topological solution:

1. Estimating the MTBF for each link. This esti-
mation is calculated by multiplying the link dis-
tance by the MTBF1 parameter.

2. Using MTTR1 as MTTR value.

3. Calculating the availability of every node. The
availability of every node will be calculated as
the availability of all its links in parallel.

4. Calculating the average (Eq. 9):

Ā =
ΣAi

N
(9)

where Ai is the availability in the node i, and N
is the total number of nodes.

The availability of the node placed in the most crit-
ical situation has been calculated as follows:

1. Estimating the MTBF for each link. This esti-
mation is calculated by multiplying the link dis-
tance by the MTBF2 parameter.

2. Using MTTR2 as MTTR value.

3. Calculating the availability of every node. The
availability of every node will be calculated as
the availability of all its links in parallalel.

4. The final output result will correspond to the
node with minor availability result ”worst
case”.

5 Results

Fig.11 summarizes the results obtained after apply-
ing the selected topologies to the case study scenario.
The first column shows the degree of each topology.
In the single ring, double ring and N2R cases it is
simple to obtain the degree, because they are com-
pletely regular topologies. However, in the case of 4

Fig. 11. General Topological Comparison

regular Grid, it is not so trivial because the topology
is not completely regular. Internal nodes have degree
4 (valued showed by the table), whereas the nodes in
the sides have degree 3, and the ones at the corners
only degree 2. In our case study, with 16 nodes, the
average degree is 3.

As it was commented in Sec. 4, the degree has a
direct influence on the network reliability, because it
limits the number of independent physical paths.

Regarding the diameter, single ring shows the
worst results due to its structure: To reach an op-
posite node in a single ring, it is necessary to cover
half of it. The most valuable topology in this area is
N2R. A diameter of 4 for the first independent path,
and 5 for the second, shows to be the most advanced
solution. Notice that despite Grid has in the inner
nodes degree 4, the average topological degree in
our case study is 3, so diameter results are not bet-
ter than in other degree 3 solutions. Even the double
ring presents better results in this aspect. A possible
solution to improve the results of the Grid, is to up-
grade it to a ”Torus” network. This has been studied
in [19].

The average distance is the parameter that empha-
sizes the difference between the topologies the most.
Thus, we see that the simplest topology has very
low results compared to the rest. 11,73 is the aver-
age distance for the secondary path using single ring,
while the worst secondary path average distance re-
sult among the rest of topologies, corresponds to
N2R and is only 3,9. N2R is the most favorable
topology taking the first independent path into ac-
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count. However, if we also consider the second one,
Grid is the referable solution.

The economic cost is favorable to the single ring.
As reflected in the last column of Fig. 11, the eco-
nomic cost is similar in all the advance topologies.

Regarding the non-quantitative parameters, 4 reg-
ular grid is the most interesting topology because
of its well-known properties to support topological
routing and expandability.

All the studied topologies are based on planar
structures. In general, if we compare planar vs. non-
planar topologies (e.g. Torus), the embeddability of
the first group is higuer. Focusing on the studied
topologies, Single Ring presents the most favorable
embeddability properties, while Grid shows up as
the worst case. This is due to the difficulty to find
enough physical independent paths -typically roads-
to construct a Grid topology on the real world.

Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 contain the results from
the availability study. Both the average and the worst
case results are shown in every topology. Notice that
they have been highlithed in the last row of each ta-
ble.

In the first approach (Fig. 12) only the first two
independent pahts have been taking into account due
to the level of complexity that implies calculating the
necessary parameters (average number of hops and
diameter) for the 3th (and 4th in the Grid topology)
independent paths. Therefore, the availability differ-
ences between the degree 2 topologies (Single Ring)
and the degree 3 topologies (Double Ring and N2R)
are not significant.

According to the results from the second ap-
proach, single Ring performs good on average with
results over five 9’s, but not good enough in worst
case conditions, where it shows much worse results
than the rest of the compared topologies (only two
9’s).

With similar results, Double Ring and N2R
topologies arise as the most robust solutions. Both
average results and worst case results, accomplish
the five 9’s high availability criteria.

Finally, 4-Regular Grid topology achieves up to
seven 9’s on average, and four 9’s for the worst case.

Next, Figure 17 summarizes -according the

Fig. 17. Downtime during a year

second approach- the availability parameter as the
downtime in a year scale:

6 Conclusion

This paper has emphasized the importance of high-
available backbones for new Internet applications
and services.

A comparison framework has been shown. Be-
sides, high reliable regular topologies have been
compared to traditional solutions as single ring. Fi-
nally, the results of the study have been analyzed
achieving the following conclusions:

1. Single ring topology is a really economical so-
lution, but it is also the most limited one in
all the studied features. Its large diameter, its
lower average distance, and mainly its low de-
gree (that limits the availability), may force it to
be non-recommendable for next generation net-
works. Furthermore, we cannot guarantee high
availability (≥ 0,99999) for all the nodes condi-
tions.

2. Focusing on degree 3 topologies, it has been
proved that N2R obtains better results (in terms
of average distances and diameter), than stan-
dard double ring. Regarding the availability,
both have obtained results over five 9s.

3. 4-Regular Grid presents a similar cost than
N2R. Its diameter is longer than in N2R, but on
the other hand, the average distance for the sec-
ond independent path is shorter. Also the scal-
ability -it is easy to change the 4-Regular mesh
into a triangular one, or to expand it as showed
in [9]- and the possibility of using topological
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Fig. 12. Approach 1: Availability Results

Fig. 13. Approach 2: Single Ring Availability Results

Fig. 14. Approach 2: Double Ring Availability Results
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Fig. 15. Approach 3: N2R Availability Results

Fig. 16. Approach 4: 4-Regular Grid Availability Results
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routing is valued but also difficult to quantify.
Availability is high on average terms, but not as
good as degree 3 topologies in worst cases, due
to the critical situation of the corner nodes.

7 Future Work

Creating an objective evaluation framework, in
which each parameter had a scale to be evaluated
(including the non-quantitative ones). The solution
with higher average ranking would be selected.
Networks could be classified so that a framework
could be constructed, based on a combination of
technical and business-model parameters.

Improving the approach 1 in the availability study:
Including the third independent path (or even 4th
where correspond) in the calculations, in order to
emphasize the difference between topologies of dif-
ferent degree.

Extending the availability study (approach 2) to
the nodes including the availability of them: Despite
the erors in the hardware are not common, power
supply fails, and other external factors could be con-
sidered. Thus, networks managers could decide if it
is more efficient to invest in node redundancy, or in
creating new independent paths in order to improve
at a certain level the availability of their networks.
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